The paper reports on quantum beats observed in the photoluminescence kinetics of a single layer of the InP self-assembled quantum dots in a magnetic field. It is found that the beats arise only after removal of excess charges from the quantum dots by an external electrical bias. The quantum beats are shown to be related to the interference of the excitonic fine-structure states split by the magnetic-field. The dependences of the beat characteristics on the magnetic-field strength and orientation are studied. Theoretical analysis based on a model spin Hamiltonian has allowed us to describe adequately the shape of the oscillating component of the signal. We have determined the values of the electron g-factor components and estimated the spread and the mean value of the hole g factor, as well as of the electron-hole exchange splitting parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin dynamics of carriers and excitons in the lowdimensional semiconductor heterostructures attracts nowadays a particular interest in view of potential feasibility of the logic and computer memory elements based on the effects of optical spin orientation. [1] [2] [3] The most promising, in this respect, are the structures with quantum dots ͑QD's͒ whose spin states are characterized by a high stability. 4 The main drawback of such structures is a large inhomogeneous broadening of their energy states, resulting from a strong spread of the QD parameters. The inhomogeneous broadening hampers getting information about spin-related structure of the excitonic states ͑fine structure͒ and makes impossible analysis of the spin dynamics. The inhomogeneous broadening can be eliminated using the single QD spectroscopy technique. [5] [6] [7] This technique, however, provides information about individual QD's rather than about the ensemble as a whole.
An efficient way to determine the ensemble-averaged fine-structure parameters is considered to be detection of the quantum beats ͑QB's͒ associated with interference between the spin states. This method is attractive due to its ability to detect small splittings ͑fractions of meV͒ hidden within inhomogeneously broadened excitonic transitions. The quantum beats technique is widely used for studying the fine structure and Zeeman splitting in quantum wells and superlattices. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] One could expect that the QB technique may be also successfully applied to studies of QD's. Indeed, there are several publications where the QB's in QD's were observed. But these observations were made only under specific experimental conditions. In particular, in the absence of the magnetic field, the beats between the exciton fine-structure states, split by the anisotropic exchange interaction, were observed in Ref. 16 . Another example is the QB's between the finestructure sublevels of the negatively charged exciton ͑trion͒. 17 Besides, the beats related to the free-electron spin precession in a transverse magnetic field were detected in Refs. 14 and 15. At the same time, no information about the QB's between the Zeeman sublevels of the excitonic states in QD's is available in the literature.
Until recently, the reasons why observation of the spin beats in QD's are hampered were obscure. As a rule, the absence of the QB's is associated with a great spread of the Zeeman splittings in the inhomogeneous ensemble of QD's. In our opinion, however, there is one more, perhaps not less important, reason related to the fact that QD's in most structures are charged. This circumstance was pointed out by many authors. 5, 6, [17] [18] [19] [20] Even the presence of a single excess charge drastically complicates the excited-state fine structure. 17 As a result, the polarized light excites several, rather than only two, sublevels split by the magnetic field. In this case, the beats at different frequencies interfere and the oscillations of the resulting signal virtually vanish, which was observed experimentally. 17 So, observation of the QB's on the fine-structure Zeeman components is possible only in the ensemble of neutral QD's.
In this paper, we report on a study of kinetics of resonance photoluminescence ͑PL͒ of the InP QD's in a magnetic field. We have found that discharging the initially charged QD's by an external electric field, indeed, gives rise to strong QB's. Polarization characteristics of these beats differ from standard characteristics of the beats in the excitonic Zeeman doublet. The frequency of the beats was found to be dependent on the magnetic-field orientation. A theoretical analysis of the experimental data performed with the use of a model spin Hamiltonian has allowed us to identify the fine structure of the excitonic states in the system under study, to determine the longitudinal and transverse components of the electronic g factor, and to estimate the spread of the hole g factor and electron-hole exchange interaction parameters.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We studied a heterostructure with a single layer of the InP QD's sandwiched between the In 0.5 Ga 0.5 P barrier layers. The sample was grown by the gas source molecular-beam epitaxy on an n ϩ GaAs substrate. Details of the growth procedure and sample characterization are given in Refs. [21] [22] [23] [24] . The areal density of the QD's is about 10 10 cm Ϫ2 . The average base diameter of the QD's is Ϸ40 nm and the height is Ϸ5 nm. To control the charge of the QD's, the sample was provided with a semitransparent indium tin oxide Shottky contact on the top surface and an Ohmic contact on the other one. The thickness of the undoped epitaxial layers, to which the electric voltage was applied, was about 0.5 m.
In kinetic studies, the luminescence was excited by 3-ps pulses of a Ti:sapphire laser within the PL band ͑quasireso-nant excitation͒ as shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ . The PL kinetics was measured with a time resolution of 6 ps using a 0.25-m subtractive double monochromator and a streak camera. The measurements were made in a cryostat with a superconducting magnet in the fields up to 7 T. The design of the cryostat allowed us to excite the sample and to detect its emission either along the magnetic-field direction ͑the Faraday configuration͒ or across the field ͑the Voight configuration͒. The PL was detected in the backscattering geometry as shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . To study the beats at different angles between the growth axis z of the structure and direction of the magnetic field B, the sample was rotated around the vertical axis.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As has been shown experimentally, the PL pulse shape in a magnetic field is strongly affected by the applied bias. At zero and positive bias, the shape is smooth while at negative bias, the PL kinetics exhibits pronounced intensity oscillations as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The oscillating part of the signal I beats can be determined by subtracting the smoothly varying background I s from the total signal I PL and normalizing to I s : I beats ϭ(I PL ϪI s )/I s . The oscillations can be well approximated by a simple equation,
as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Here, I beats (0), , and are the amplitude, frequency, and decay time of the oscillations, respectively. The background can be approximated by the function
The parameters r and PL characterize the PL rise and decay times, respectively. The PL rise is related to relaxation of the hot photogenerated carriers to the radiative energy level. This process was studied in detail in Ref. 23 . The PL decay results from radiative recombination of the electron-hole pairs and nonradiative loss of the excitations. At negative bias, the nonradiative loss is due to the hole tunneling process as shown in Ref. 23 .
The analysis of the experimental data has shown that the oscillation frequency as well as the oscillation decay time do not depend on the applied voltage. At the same time, the oscillation amplitude I beats (0) rapidly increases with increasing negative bias beginning from U 0 ϭϪ0.15 V, while at U 0 ϽϪ0.5 V the growth of the amplitude is saturated ͓see Fig. 1͑d͔͒ . We attribute this behavior of the oscillations to variations in the QD's charge state.
The InP QD's grown on the n-doped GaAs substrate are known to be usually charged. 20 The presence of the charges is related to the fact that the lowest electronic level of the QD's is positioned below the Fermi level of the doped substrate. Application of a negative voltage to the top surface of the sample removes the excess carriers from the dots and thus renders them neutral. 20, 22 The magnitude of the voltage at which most dots become neutral depends on the mean size of the dots and equals, in the structure under study, U bias рϪ0.5 V. 17 As seen from Fig. 1͑d͒ , the oscillation amplitude becomes the greatest exactly at this voltage. Such a correlation between the beat amplitude and the charge state of the QD's allowed us to conclude that observation of the QB's in a magnetic field is possible only for QD's with no excess charge. The presence of a finite interval ⌬U, in which the value of I beats (0) increases, is likely to be caused by a spread of heights of the potential barriers in the QD's ensemble. 25 We studied behavior of the oscillations in different experimental conditions. The results of the study have shown that the oscillations are observed under excitation within or above the PL band of the QD's and under PL detection with the Stokes shifts, ⌬E Stokes , up to ⌬E Stokes ϭ70 meV. The oscillation frequency does not depend on the exciting photon energy and slightly decreases with decreasing photon energy of the detected PL. At the same time, the oscillation amplitude essentially depends on the Stokes shift between the PL and exciting light frequencies. The most intense oscillations are observed at the Stokes shift ⌬E Stokes ϭ45 meV, which corresponds to the energy of the longitudinal optical ͑LO͒ phonons in the InP QD's. 23 All the data presented below are obtained for this value of the Stokes shift. The spectral dependence of the oscillation amplitude is discussed in detail elsewhere. 26 Polarization characteristics of the oscillations appeared to be rather curious. It was found ͑see Fig. 2͒ that the most intense oscillations were observed under circularly polarized excitation with detection of the PL in the same polarization ͑co-polarized PL͒. Almost no oscillations were observed in the cross-polarized PL. Under the linearly polarized excitation, the oscillations in kinetics of the linearly co-and crosspolarized PL have the same phase. Their frequency coincides with that in circular polarization, but their amplitude is substantially smaller. It is noteworthy that the antiphase oscillations in the linear co-and cross-polarized PL, typical for the QB's of split Zeeman sublevels, 8, 27 were not observed in our experiments.
To identify the nature of the oscillations, we studied the effect of the magnetic-field strength and orientation on the shape of the oscillations. Figure 3 shows dependence of the oscillations on the magnetic-field strength. One can easily see that an increase in the field is accompanied by an increase in the frequency of the oscillations. Fitting the oscillating part of the signal by Eq. ͑1͒ has allowed us to find that, in the range of 1-4 T, the oscillation frequency is directly proportional to the field strength as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . In the fields below 1 T, the period of the beats becomes longer than the decay time, and the oscillation frequency cannot be determined.
The behavior of the oscillations versus the magnetic-field orientation is found to be highly unusual. In the Faraday configuration (ϭ0°), typical for observation of the Zeeman splitting in low-dimensional structures, 8, 27, 28 the oscillations are totally absent both in the linear and circular polarizations. Deviation of the magnetic field from the z axis is accompanied by appearance of the oscillations ͓see Fig.  4͑a͔͒ . Within the range of the angles 20°ϽϽ60°, the oscillation amplitude virtually does not depend on the angle, while at higher , the amplitude substantially decreases. The oscillation frequency essentially increases with increasing angle , i.e., with increasing transverse component of the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ .
Since the oscillations described above are observed only in the presence of a magnetic field, it is naturally to ascribe them to quantum beats between components of the excitonic fine structure split by the magnetic field. For analysis of the experimental data, we use the theoretical model of the excitonic fine structure, presented in the next section.
IV. FINE-STRUCTURE MODEL

A. Spin Hamiltonian
We analyzed characteristics of the fine-structure components using a theoretical model of the spin Hamiltonian of the electron-hole pair in a magnetic field similar to that presented in Refs. 28 -30 . Within the framework of this model, the Hamiltonian of spin states of the electron-hole pair in a bulk material can be presented in the form
The first term, H e , describes the Zeeman splitting of the electronic states:
where B is the Bohr magneton, g e is the electron g factor, and S e,i and B i are the Cartesian components of the electron spin and magnetic field, respectively. The second term, H h , in Eq. ͑3͒ describes Zeeman splitting of the hole states:
where k and q are the Zeeman splitting constants and J h,i is the i component of total angular momentum of the hole. The last term in Eq. ͑3͒, H eϪh , describes exchange interaction between the electron and hole spins:
Here, a and b are the spin-spin coupling constants. In the InP-type semiconductors, the ground excitonic state is formed by an electron with the spin S e ϭ The value of the splitting substantially exceeds typical Zeeman splittings in magnetic fields used. 31 This allows one to independently analyze the fine structure of the LH and HH excitons. As a rule, in the low-dimensional structures, the lowest energy state is that of the heavy hole. For this reason, the analysis presented below is restricted to the fine structure of the electron-HH pair or HH exciton.
The spin Hamiltonian of the HH exciton can be reduced to the fairly simple form where S h is the effective spin of the hole with the components Ϯ In the framework of the model under consideration, the eigenstates of the excitonic fine structure are characterized by projections of the total angular momentum of the exciton JϭS e ϩJ h upon the quantization axis. Accordingly, the states of the HH exciton ͕ i ͖ can be denoted as ͉ϩ1͘, ͉Ϫ1͘, ͉ϩ2͘, and ͉Ϫ2͘. In conformity with the selection rules, the optical transitions into the states with J z ϭϮ1 are allowed. The transitions into the states with J z ϭϮ2 are totally forbidden. The set of the states ͕ i ͖ specifies a basis of matrix representation of the HH-exciton spin Hamiltonian. In the absence of the magnetic field, the matrix of the HH-exciton spin Hamiltonian is determined only by the exchange interaction and can be represented in the form 
where is the angle between the z axis and direction of the magnetic field B. In Eq. ͑9͒, we used the coordinate system in which B x ϭBsin,B y ϭ0,B z ϭB cos . The Hamiltonian matrices ͑8͒ and ͑9͒ contain a large number of uncertain parameters: three components of the exchange splitting, ␦ 0,1,2 , two components of the electron g factor, g e,z and g e,x , and two components of the hole g factor, g h,z and g h,x . To reduce the number of independent parameters, we use several approximations based on our experimental data.
It was noted above ͑see Fig. 3 and comments therein͒ that the beat frequency is proportional to the magnetic-field strength. This may occur only when the Zeeman splitting, in the range of the magnetic field employed, substantially exceeds the exchange one. Therefore we can neglect the exchange splitting assuming that ␦ 0,1,2 ϭ0.
We can additionally simplify the spin Hamiltonian by assuming a strong anisotropy of the hole g factor in the system under study, g h,z ӷg h,x . This approximation is used by most authors who analyze Zeeman splitting of exciton spins in semiconductor heterostructures. 29, 28 Thus, in the analysis of the beat frequency, we assume that g h,x ϭ0.
In the framework of the above approximations, the Hamiltonian matrices ͑8͒ and ͑9͒ contain only three free parameters g e,z , g e,x , and g h,z . The energies of the Zeeman components can now be calculated analytically: 
͑10͒
The sign ''Ϫ'' inside the brackets corresponds to the states with energies E 1 and E 2 and the sign ''ϩ'' to the states with energies E 3 and E 4 . The expressions for the wave functions obtained in an explicit analytical form are too cumbersome to be presented here.
B. Quantum beats and fine structure
Before using the expressions obtained in the previous subsection for theoretical analysis of the experimental results, we have to determine what particular states of the excitonic fine structure are responsible for the observed beats. There are two types of beats that can be observed in the states of the HH exciton split by the magnetic field: 13 ͑i͒ The beats between sublevels of the optically active doublet, which are revealed as antiphase oscillations of the PL intensity in the linear co-and cross polarizations;
͑ii͒ The beats between the bright and dark sublevels mixed by transverse component of the magnetic field.
We start the discussion with the beats of the second type because the beats in our experiments were observed only in tilted magnetic fields, i.e., in the presence of the transverse component of the field ͑see Sec. III͒.
Beats between the bright and dark sublevels
The transverse component of the magnetic field mixes states with different projections of the angular momentum, which makes transitions into optically inactive ͑dark͒ states partially allowed. In QD's, this effect was observed in Ref. 28 . As follows from the Zeeman Hamiltonian matrix ͑9͒, the state 1 is mixed with the state 3 , and the state 2 with 4 . As a result, the circularly polarized light will simultaneously excite two components of the fine structure. In the absence of the spin relaxation, polarization of the PL from these components will reproduce polarization of excitation, and the PL intensity will oscillate with the frequency determined by the energy difference between these components. Thus under the ϩ polarized excitation the beats between the states 1 and 3 will show up, while under the Ϫ polarized excitations, the beats between the states 2 and 4 . In both cases, the beats should appear in the co-polarized PL.
The circular cross-polarized PL may appear only after the excitonic spin-flip process occurs. 8 Since the spin flip completely destroys the spin coherence, the beats of the above type cannot be observed in the cross-polarized PL.
The whole set of the features mentioned above ͑the presence of the beats in the circular co-polarized PL, their absence in the cross-polarized PL, and the necessity of the transverse component of the magnetic field͒ is present in the beats we observed ͑see Sec. III͒. Thus we can conclude that these beats are really related to the interference between the bright and dark states. The frequency of the beats is determined, in this case, by the energy difference between the relevant Zeeman components, i.e., by the quantity .
͑11͒
Equation ͑11͒ contains only longitudinal g e,z and transverse g e,x components of the electron g factor. Partial contributions of the components depend on the tilt angle . This makes it possible to unambiguously determine these components from the experimental data. For comparison with the experiment, we calculated dependences of the QB's frequencies, observed in the ϩ polarization, on the angle , and magneticfield strength. The calculations were made using expression ͑11͒, with the quantities g e,z and g e,x regarded as fitting parameters. The results of the comparison of the theory and experiment are shown in Figs. 3͑b͒ and 4͑b͒. As is seen, one set of the parameters (g e,z ϭ0.53 and g e,x ϭ1.43) allows us to describe well all the experimental dependences.
An attempt to refine the model with allowance for the isotropic component of the exchange splitting ␦ 0 has not been successful. It was found that introducing the exchange coupling ␦ 0 р30 eV practically did not affect the results of the calculations. At greater ␦ 0 , the agreement between the calculated and experimental dependences was rapidly worsening. Based on these facts, we concluded that the exchange coupling energy in the structure under study does not exceed 30 eV.
Splitting of the bright doublet
The experimental fact of absence of the beats between the bright doublet components in a longitudinal magnetic field ͑see Sec. III͒ needs to be specially discussed. It immediately follows from the spin Hamiltonian ͑8͒ that the longitudinal magnetic field splits the optically active doublet (J z ϭϮ1) into two components E 1 and E 2 , with the splitting determined by the longitudinal component of the exciton g factor, g z ϭg e,z ϩg h,z : ⌬Eϭ B Bg z . The coherent excitation of the split states with the linearly polarized light should give rise to quantum beats in the polarized PL at a frequency of ϭ␦E/ប. Such beats are easily observed in the experiments with the GaAs quantum wells. 27, 8 The main reason for the absence of the beats in our case is, most likely, a large spread of the splittings of the bright doublet in the QD's ensemble. The spread may be predominantly caused by the spread of the longitudinal components of the excitonic g factor. Indeed, according to the experimental data for single InP QD's obtained in Ref. 7 , the spread of the longitudinal g factor is very large and makes up ⌬g z ϭϮ0.5.
A result of the spread of the splittings should be destructive interference between the beat signals from different QD's. At small spread, such an interference leads to acceleration of decay of the beat signal ͑reversible dephasing͒. 32 If the spread substantially exceeds the mean value of the splitting, the beats cannot be observed and the degree of polarization of the PL decays smoothly in time. For the Gaussian spread of the splittings, the spread of the beat frequencies ␦ and the decay time are connected by a simple relationship: ␦ϭ2/. In our experiments, we indeed observed the smooth decay of the degree of linear polarization in the longitudinal magnetic field. The decay time in the field B ϭ1.5 T makes up approximately 20 ps, which corresponds to the spread ⌬g z Ϸ0.7. This value is comparable with the one given in Ref. 7 . The absence of the beats means that the mean value of g z , in our sample, is significantly smaller than the spread, i.e., ͗g z ͘Ͻ0.7.
Thus, due to the large spread of the excitonic g factor, the beats between the Zeeman components of the bright doublet are not observed. At the same time, this spread does not prevent from observing the beats between the dark and bright states, described in the previous section. This apparent paradox can be easily explained with allowance for the fact that the splitting between the dark and bright components is controlled by the electron g factor only ͓see Eq. ͑11͔͒, whereas the splitting of the bright doublet is determined by the sum of the electron and hole g factors. Hence it follows that the spread of the electron g factor in the QD's under study is rather small and the main contribution to the spread of the excitonic g factor is made by the hole g factor. The reason for such a large spread of the hole g factors calls for further investigation.
C. Oscillation amplitude
The calculations fulfilled in the framework of the spinHamiltonian model has allowed us to determine not only the frequencies but also the whole shape of oscillations of the polarized PL in the magnetic field. To describe the shape of the oscillations, we calculated the time-dependent matrix elements of optical transitions from the relevant states of the fine structure.
The eigenfunctions of the spin-Hamiltonian in a magnetic field of arbitrary orientation are linear combinations of the basis functions ͕ i ͖ϭ͕͉ϩ1͘, ͉Ϫ1͘, ͉ϩ2͘, and ͉Ϫ2͖͘:
The expansion coefficients a i j can be found by solving the stationary Schrödinger equation with Hamiltonian ͑8͒ and ͑9͒. The coherent pulsed excitation creates, at the initial moment, a linear superposition of the states i , whose subsequent evolution is described by the equation
Here, C 0,i are the time-independent coefficients whose values are determined by the initial conditions of excitation.
In accordance with the selection rules for optical transitions, the ϩ polarized light excites each of the eigenstates i in proportion with the admixture of the basis function ͉ϩ1͘. The mixing is determined by the coefficients a i j with jϭ1 in Eq. ͑12͒, so that the relationship C 0i ϭa i1 * is fulfilled.
The PL intensity in the ϩ polarization I ϩ is proportional to the matrix element of the optical transition squared:
where d is the dipole moment operator and ͉0͘ is the ground state of the system. From Eqs. ͑13͒ and ͑14͒ and the expression for the coefficients C 0i given above, we obtain the following expression for the PL signal ͑to within a constant factor͒:
The first sum in Eq. ͑15͒ describes the smooth component of the signal I s . It does not contain any time dependence since the model we use does not take into account relaxation processes. The oscillating part of the signal is described by the second sum in Eq. ͑15͒. In the framework of the above approximations, the only nonzero coefficients in this term, for the ϩ polarized excitation, are a 1,1 and a 3,1 . Thus the expression for the beats intensity I beats ͑see definition in Sec. III͒ can be reduced to the form
͑16͒
The amplitude factor R is introduced to take into account the loss of coherence in the process of relaxation of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs to the radiative energy level. 33 In addition, Eq. ͑16͒ contains a phenomenological exponential factor that takes into account the decay of the beats. Equation ͑16͒ allows us to determine the Zeeman splittings E i ϪE k and decay constant from the experimental data. Analyzing our experimental data, we have found that the beat decay rate 1/ depends on orientation of the magnetic field. An increase in the angle , i.e., a growth of the transverse component B x , is accompanied by an increase in the beat decay rate. This effect is most likely to be related to the presence of a small transverse component g h,x of the hole g factor. As follows from the spin Hamiltonian ͑9͒, the transverse component of the magnetic field, at a nonzero g h,x , admixes each bright state to the both dark states, rather than only to one of them. As a result, the beats arise at several frequencies. The interference of these beats is revealed as a decay of the main harmonic. Since the value of the admixture is proportional to the square of the transverse component of the magnetic field, this effect should be observed only at large angles . Figure 5 shows an example of comparison of the experimental data with the results of calculations for the angles р60°and magnetic field Bϭ4 T. The calculations were made using formula ͑16͒ with allowance for an additional mixing of the states due to nonzero g h,x . The value g h,x was used in the calculations as one more fitting parameter. It has been found that the best agreement with the experiment is achieved at g h,x ϭ0.1. It is important that all the experimental data obtained in the whole range of the magnetic-field strengths and for the angles р60°can be well fitted using one set of the parameters: g e,z ϭ0.53, g e,x ϭ1.43, Rϭ0.8, and ϭ40 ps. It should be emphasized that the estimated value of the x component of the hole g factor g h,x is small with respect to the electron g factor. Therefore this component virtually does not affect the beat frequency. A good agreement it is worth noting between the calculations and experimental data in spite of a limited number of parameters. A certain discrepancy between the calculations and experiments is observed only at the initial moment (Ͻ10 ps). This is probably related to the error of modeling of the smooth background upon extracting the beats from the total signal. 34 It is surprising that the value R is rather large. It means that about 80% of the coherence produced by the excitation is conserved after relaxation of the electron-hole pair to the radiative energy level. In this respect, the situation in the structure with quantum dots under study essentially differs from that in quantum wells, where, according to Ref. 13, the energy relaxation by more than 20 meV is accompanied by complete loss of the hole spin orientation. In our case, it is probably highly important that the relaxation occurs with emission of an LO phonon, and such a process is very fast. The relaxation with emission of acoustic phonons conserves a much smaller fraction of the coherence. 26 The above set of the parameters makes it possible to adequately describe the shape of the oscillating signal at the tilt angles up to р60°. At larger angles, the oscillation amplitude sharply decreases ͑see Sec. III͒ and, to obtain agreement with the experiment, one has to significantly change the amplitude factor R. The reason for this effect invites further studies.
The proposed theory, as a whole, describes adequately the behavior of the beat amplitudes and frequencies at different values and orientations of the magnetic field. At the same time, a few questions remain open, calling for further research. First of all, the great difference between components of the electron g factor, (g e,x Ϫg e,z )Ϸ0.9, is fairly unusual. This value in quasi-two-dimensional heterostructures lies, as a rule, in the range of 0.1-0.2. 35, 36 On the other hand, the value g e,x we obtained practically coincides with that of the electronic g factor in the bulk InP. 37 Therefore we have to admit strong suppression of the longitudinal component of the electron g factor in the InP QD's.
One more curious fact is that the exchange splitting in the structure under study is rather small, ␦ 0 Ͻ30 eV. Our estimate of ␦ 0 strongly differs from the value ␦ 0 Ϸ100 eV found experimentally for the negatively charged exciton, trion, at the same QD's. 17 Such a strong difference between the exchange coupling in trion and in neutral exciton calls for special theoretical analysis.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we observed quantum beats between Zeeman components of the fine structure of electron-hole pairs in the InP quantum dots. This proved to be possible after removal of excess charges upon application of negative electric bias to the top surface of the sample. It was found that the beats show specific polarization characteristics and depend in a nontrivial way on the magnetic-field orientation. Analysis of the experimental data within the framework of the spin-Hamiltonian model has allowed us to consistently explain the observed phenomena and to quantitatively describe the shape of the quantum beats signal. As a result, we have determined the values of the transverse and longitudinal components of the electron g factor (g e,z ϭ0.53 and g e,x ϭ1.43) and estimated the exchange coupling (␦ 0 Ͻ30 eV). Based on the analysis of the experimental data, we came to the conclusion about a considerable spread of the hole g factor (⌬g h Ϸ0.7) and about nonzero value of the transverse component (g h,x Ϸ0.1) of the hole g factor.
